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TAKE FULL CONTROL WITH
FUTUREWORKS STEERING
PRODUCT UPDATE INTRODUCES STEERING FOR ALL
ROADS IN ZWIFT WITH THE ELITE STERZO SMART
STEERING PLATE

FutureWorks Steering has expanded to all roads of Zwift. Take the inside line when cornering in

races and find that sweet spot in the draft, FutureWorks Steering takes Zwift’s immersion to the

next level.

Steering is currently only compatible with the Elite Sterzo Smart steering plate which is

available from the Zwift shop here. Further hardware compatibility is planned. With steering

enabled, you take full control. Want to move through the bunch? You’ll need to stay alert and

find that gap - your avatar will no longer ‘ride through’ other avatars on the road. Like riding

outdoors, FutureWorks Steering lets you decide if you want to sit on a rider’s wheel or

maneuver around them to pass.
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https://news.zwift.com/
https://zwift.com/uk/shop/product/elite-sterzo-smart-steering-block


When enabled, steering allows Zwifters to take their own line through corners. Riders will need

to stay alert and watch for the movement of others to avoid getting ‘boxed in’. Holding the

wheel of another rider now becomes an extra challenge as the rider in front weaves through

road traffic. Your avatar will need to follow the wheel in front closely to stay in the draft.

FutureWorks Steering was born on Repack Ridge, Watopia’s singletrack route, using the Zwift

Companion App. Zwift continues to innovate and is expanding steering to all the roads of Zwift,

with the Elite Sterzo Smart steering plate.

For complete information on how steering works, head over to the blog.
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ABOUT ZWIFT

Zwift is the indoor training phenomenon taking the world by storm. An online platform helping everyone meet
their fitness goals while having tons of fun along the way. Engaging gameplay meets fitness meets a global
community of cyclists and runners. The result? Serious training made fun.

Meet new friends. Make new rivals. Ride up mountains. Run through jungles. Sprint through real roads made
virtual or cruise across futuristic cities. Fun, flexible year-round training becomes the new normal with Zwift. 

Build strengths and smash weaknesses with thousands of workouts. Train day or night, no matter the weather,
and close the gap between where you are and where you want to be. Looking for something more specific?
Flexible training plans by world-class coaches adjust to your schedule and help get you ready for race day.
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